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Abstract 
 
Capsize and sinking of a coastal car ferry has occurred in a Korean offshore area and has caused hundreds of 

human casualties. The rapid turn and improper cargo loading are inferred as the main reasons of the accident. It 
has motivated to develop a new system of cargo securing with improved safety of Korean coastal ferries. This 
paper provides a new approach regarding cargo securing safety assessment which is purely based on force equilib-
rium conditions, because IMO CSS is suitable for the ocean-going vessels. The mathematical formulations are 
presented for the new approach. This paper also introduces a newly developed safety assessment system based on 
the new approach. Most outstanding features are that it can utilize acceleration data produced from hydrodynamic 
motion analyses or assumed maximum extents of ship motion components and that securing safety assessment is 
simultaneously possible for unlimited number of cargoes with finite number of lashings. 
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1. Introduction  

A sinking accident of a Korean coastal car ferry has occurred in 2014(Korean Maritime Safety Tribunal, 

2014). It has motivated to review importance of ship stability with cargo securing. It is announced that gen-

eral cargoes and cars loaded inside of the ship did not use lashing equipment as well as extreme heel has 

been assumed one of the main reasons of rushing cargoes that were not secured. 

Unlike car ferries, it is well defined that lashing force of containers for full container ships in Rules of 

Class (GL, 2013). Hwang et al. (2004) studied for fixing kinds and size of lashing equipment for containers, 

Shin & Hwang (2014) performed optimization of container stowage in container ships. 

But, the lashing systems for the automobiles lack of diversity. Turnbull & Dawson (1997) suggested 

mathematical models for calculating lashing force for trailers loaded on car ferries. DNV developed cargo 

securing evaluation system based on IMO (International Maritime Organization) CSS (code of safe practice 

for cargo stowage and securing) (IMO, 2011).  

The force acting on a loaded cargo in a sailing ship is classified static force with dynamic force. It is 

known that rolling caused the most inertial force one of the dynamic inertial force based on ship motion 
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pitching, heaving as well. IMO CSS (2011) suggests a procedure for verifying lashing equipment safety. 

However, it is not reasonable for car ferries sailing in Korean coastal area since it does accept inertial force 

based on sailing in ocean going. Coastal car ferries experience less acceleration than ocean going ships. 

In this paper, first of all, cargo securing safety assessment will be introduced. Secondly, not only it will be 

conducted research of assuming external force acting on a cargo loaded in car ferry such as based on IMO 

CSS, simplified formulas, and DLA(direct load approach), but also those will be clearly compared consid-

ering  assuming a long-term acceleration distribution about Korean coastal environment. Lastly, our lately 

developed program, which is called ‘LashingSafety’ will be calculating external force and lashing force, 

and conducting assessment. 

2. Cargo Securing Safety Assessment 

External force and moment must less than lashing force and lashing moment. Therefore, when Eqs. (1), 

(2) and Eq. (3) are fulfilled, cargo securing safety is also considered as satisfied. 

 
 xF ≤ cxF  (1) 

 
 yF ≤ cyF  (2) 

 
 xM ≤ cxM  (3) 

 
Here, xF is external force in the longitudinal direction of ship, yF  external force in the transverse direc-

tion of ship, and xM  external moment  about  the x axis. And cxF , cyF , cxM  are  same means in 

the case of lashing conditions. 

2.1 External Force Based on Force Equilibrium Conditions 

The theoretical rotation accelerations ( rα and pα ) about roll and pitch of ships are Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). The 

maximum angle of roll and pitch ( rθ and pθ ) is based on kinds of ships and navigation area, however, Eq. 

(6) and Eq. (7) suggested by IACS (2015) CSR (common structural rules for bulk carriers and oil takers) 
for estimating depending on 3 navigation areas. Also, the period of roll and pitch ( rT and pT ) can be rep-

resented by Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), where g, L, B, V, bC , GM mean that gravitational acceleration, breadth, 

velocity of ships, block coefficient, metacenter height of ships, respectively. 
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Fig. 1 The Cargo located on the ship 
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Like as Fig. 1, if a cargo locates as much as r from center of rotation ( 0G ), force ingredients of tangential 

direction ( xF , yF , zF ) considering gravity and tangential accelerations acting on the cargo are equal to 

(10)-(12), where xr , yr , zr  mean the ingredients of vector r  about rectangular coordinates (x, y, z), re-

spectively. 
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yF and zF  cause the tipping moment about a tipping point of the cargo, which is Eq. (13). xC , yC , zC  

mean sizes, and czG  is height from base to center of mass of the cargo. As a results, tipping moment act-
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ing on cargoes could be derived by Eq. (13) according to following geometry of a cargo lashing (Refer to 

Fig. 2). 

 

 xM = 
2

1
zyFC - yczFG  (13) 

 

2.2 External Force based on IMO CSS 

IMO CSS suggests xF  and yF  adding wind pressure ( wP ), sea sloshing pressure ( sP ) at the force 

based on pitch acceleration like as Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) where 1kN/ 2m  of sP  and wP  are suggested. 

IMO CSS says that yF  includes the self-load, but zF  does not. Even though it is not written anything 

about xF , xF  should be assumed including gravity acceleration based on the acceleration table, as shown 

at Fig. 3. 
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IMO CSS (IMO, 2011) also presents the table for selecting acceleration terms in Eqs. (14)-(16). (Refer to 
Fig.3) Correction factors ( VLF ) need to be determined by using Eq. (17) depending on speed and length of 

ships, and that is to be multiplied to basic acceleration table. When B/GM of ships is less than 13.0, correc-
tion factors ( BGMF ) should be selected in Table 1 in order to be applied to y-direction tangential accelera-

tion. 
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Fig. 2 Geometry of a cargo lashing 
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 Table 1 Correction factors for B/GM <13 

B/G

M 
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IMO CSS suggested the tipping moment ( xM ) adding the moment caused by y-directional force yF  and 

self-load mg. 

 

 xM = 
2

1
mgCy - yczFG  (18) 

  

2.3 Lashing Force based on Force Equilibrium Conditions 

It is needed to consider sliding and tipping for checking whether cargo moves or not. Sliding can be de-
termined by friction coefficient (μ) and tension ( iT ) with number of lashing equipment (n) between a cargo 

and lashing equipment. That is to say, when lashing equipment used the number n at left side or right of the 
cargo, y-directional lashing force ( cyF ) can be estimated by using Eq. (19). In the same way, x-directional 

lashing force ( cxF ) also calculated by using Eq. (20), where α, β mean the angle between lashing point and 

plane. 

 

 cyF  = μ zF + iT ii
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Fig. 3 Basic acceleration table (IMO, 2011) 
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 Table 2. Principal dimensions 

Item Dimensions 

Length overall, OAL  (m) 69.76 

Length between perpendiculars, BPL  (m) 56.00 

Breadth moulded, mB  (m) 14.0 

Depth moulded,  mD  (m) 3.50 

Draught at full load, fT  (m) 2.65 

Light weight, LW  (tonf) 1111.50 

Dead weight, DW  (tonf) 521.40 

Full load displacement, fW  (tonf) 1632.90 

ℓ is a moment arm from tipping point to tension, so it is equal to Eq. (21). 

 

 cxM = i

n

1i

ilT  ∑
=

 (21) 

 

2.4 Lashing Force based on IMO CSS 

IMO suggested cyF  and cxF  like as Eqs. (22)-(23) in order to calculate lashing force. Y-directional tip-

ping moment is recommended using multiplied 0.9 of Eq. (21) (Refer to Eq. (24)), but when α, β are too 

large or small, the moment made by them cannot be included in Eq. (24).  
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IMO CSS gives tensions determined by MSL based on minimum breaking load(MSL) as well. 
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 Table 3. Information on mass and center of mass (COM) 

Item 

Ballast depar-

ture condition 

Full load 

departure 

condition 

Mass of light ship, (ton) 1111.50 1111.50 

Mass of dead weight, (ton) 282.95 521.40 

Rotary inertia, xI  (ton-
2m ) 3.57E10 3.97E10 

Rotary inertia, yI  (ton-
2m ) 3.56E11 4.16E11 

Rotary inertia, Iz  (ton-
2m ) 3.25E11 3.76E11 

COM in longitudinal direction(m) 26.30 27.3 

COM in vertical direction(m) 5.18 5.30 

 

2.5 External Force Prediction Using Direct Load Approach 

(1) Information on Target Car ferry 

 

A target ship is a coastal car ferry of 1,633ton built in a Korean medium-sized shipbuilder. Principal di-

mensions of this ship appear in Table 2. Also, Fig. 4 shows a part of general arrangement for a target ship. 

Loading condition of this ship is depending on trim and stability booklet. In this study, it is considered 

that the most typical loading condition, which are full load condition and ballast condition. Moreover, it is 

selected that full load departure condition and ballast departure condition which have more large displace-

ment because displacement is changeable depending on fuels and using stores. The desired probability of 

them can be obtained from navigation records, however, it is essential for helping ship owner. In fact, not 

only seeing navigation records is not easy but also it could be impossible for us to tell sailing condition as a 

target ship would be shown a lot of loading conditions. The empty ship condition should be extremely low 

in a real car ferry navigation, therefore, full load departure condition is assumed for 80% expected to have 

more acceleration, ballast departure condition for 20%. 

It is supposed that 5 of 25ton of trucks and 22 of cars are loaded in full load departure condition. Fig. 5 

shows that the each weight less than 39 ton of trucks load on foreships and less than 0.9ton of cars on stern-

ships. 

It is described that information on mass and center of mass (COM) form trim and stability booklet, 2nd or-

der moment of inertia. Center of masses are thought of the position for AP (after perpendicular) and BL 

(baseline). 

 

Fig.4 Part of general arrangement of the car ferry 
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Fig.5 Upper deck plan in full load departure condition with 25trucks and normal cars 

 

(2) Voyage Route and Sea States 

 

Fig. 6 shows a main sailing routes of coastal car ferries in Korea for KSA (Korea shipping association). It 

is abstracted that Incheon-Jeju, Busan-Jeju, Pohang-Ulleungdo, Eastsea-Ulleungdo take long time for navi-

gation. Incheon-Jeju takes the most long navigation hours and it is needed that the analysis of sea state for a 

total route including Incheon-Jeju for determining wave loads. 

Environmental loads about wave, current, wind can be obtained from KHOA (Korea Hydrographic and 

Oceanographic Agency). In this study, it is taken that 131,075 data from 4 of Ocean bouies, which are the 

total amount of 5 years and 4 months from January in 2010 to April in 2015. Data consists of significant 

wave height and significant wave period per 1 hour. As seen on Fig. 6 (b), 4 of Ocean bouies are not suffi-

cient for describing the total route of sea state, however, it is more conservative that more severe data were 

gotten regarding getting more severe wave area than Incheon-Jeju route.  

Eq. (27) is ISSC Standard Wave Spectrum. We can use inferior letter of PM because modified Pierson-

Moscowitz Spectrum is usually used. 

Significant wave periods should be converted to peak period or zero crossing period due to the fact that 

wave spectrum consists of peak period and zero crossing period like Eq. (27). Kim (2008) suggested fol-

lowing formula and it was used in this study. 
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(a) All coastal routes                (b) Two main routes 

Fig.6 Sailing routes of coastal car ferries in Korea 
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 Table 4. Wave scatter diagram 

Sea state # Hs  Tz  Probability 

01 0.5 3.0 0.1123 

02 0.5 5.0 0.2839 

03 0.5 7.0 0.2231 

04 0.5 9.0 0.0644 

05 0.5 11.0 0.0215 

06 1.5 5.0 0.0392 

07 1.5 7.0 0.1237 

08 1.5 9.0 0.0777 

09 1.5 11.0 0.0153 

10 2.5 9.0 0.0272 

11 2.5 11.0 0.0117 

 

The maximum and minimum significant wave height in collected data were 0.01m/6.24m, maximum and 

minimum zero crossing period were 2.0/24.2 sec. WSD(wave scatter diagram) was significant wave height 

7 class(0.5m-6.5m), zero crossing period 12class(3s-25s), more than 1 short-term sea state was counted at 

46 based on them. 

Only was short-term having more than 1% of Probability of appearance accepted considering a vast varie-

ty of DLA (direct load approach) in this study. Also, 0°~180° of wave heading angle is thought of as at an 

intervals of 22.5° with same probability of appearance, for instance, in the case of 22.5°, since it is symmet-

ric with respect to -22.5°, that has 2 times of probability. The maximum speed of a target ship is 13.5knot 

(6.945m/sec) and navigation speed is approximately 10knots (5.144m/sec). Beam sea from more than 90° 

to head sea 180° were applied to navigation speed as well as from following sea 0° to less than 90° to max-

imum speed of avoiding negative frequency of encounter, due to the fact that encounter frequency could be 

negative in the case of fast ship in following sea.  

 

(3) Frequency Response Analysis 

 

The first step of hydrodynamic simulation is to conduct frequency response analysis. In order to conduct 

frequency response analysis, it is necessary that the coefficient matrix of motion equation like added mass 

and wave damping are calculated. Plus, it is also essential that excitation force of motion equation such as 

F-K force (Froude-Krylov force) and diffraction force is deducted. The response about unit wave height, 

RAO (response amplitude operator), is ultimately inferred, though the frequency response analysis, howev-

er, RAO is not used directly after hydrodynamic analysis in time domain unlike as coefficient matrix and 

excitation force of motion equation. 

Added mass, wave damping, excitation force are all of the function of frequency and, excitation force is 

also especially function of wave direction. Therefore, it is needed to for us to define both wide range of 

frequencies and the number of frequencies. Once frequency needed to conduct hydrodynamic analysis rela-

tively describe wave spectra of 11 of short-term sea state exactly, it is thought that a range and the number 

of frequencies is suitable. But, since radiation force by coefficient matrix is usually assumed by convolu-

tion integration in time domain, the range of theoretical frequencies is from 0 to infinite. 

In this study, it is conducted that frequency response analysis and hydrodynamic analysis in Time domain 

by Ansys/Aqwa (2015), in addition, the basic maximum frequency is 10rad/s in Ansys/Aqwa (2015). So, 

the reliability for extrapolation coefficient matrix is needed to higher by means of setting the maximum 

frequency of real wave closing to frequency for convolution integration. 
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 Table 5. Probability of wave incident angle and ship forward speed 

Wave incident(deg) Probability Forward speed(m/s) 

0.0 0.0625 2.000 

22.5 0.1250 2.000 

45.0 0.1250 3.000 

67.5 0.1250 5.144 

90.0 0.1250 5.144 

112.5 0.1250 5.144 

135.0 0.1250 5.144 

157.0 0.1250 5.144 

180.0 0.0625 5.144 

 

Finally, the range and number of frequencies are defined by the ability for appearance of wave spectrum 

and the reliability for extrapolation matrix. 

Frequencies were determined by a Sea state expected to displayed by the most wide band is 

#01(H_s=0.5m; T_z=3.0s), in other words, start-frequency was set to 0.1 and end-frequency was to match a 

99% of area for the wave spectrum. End-frequency was 4.5850rad/sec. it is at intervals of 0.0915rad/s ar-

ranged that frequencies between start and end were divided into 49 equal parts. (50 of frequencies) (0.1000, 

0.1915, 0.2831,  …, 4.4935, 4.5850 rad/s). The result of proving about sea state #11 is that applied fre-

quencies is relatively successful to describe narrow-banded the wave spectrum. (Refer to Fig. 7(b)) There-

fore, it is considered that the range and number of frequencies was settled. 

Altair/Hypermesh was used to make a model of panel element for calculating the radiation coefficient ma-

trix and wave excitation matrix. 

Table 6 shows the number of element about full load departure condition and ballast departure condition.  

When making a model, the part of having large curvative like as foreship had relatively small element ar-

ranged contract to the fact that mid-ship had relatively large element arranged. 

Because ballast departure condition has so big trim shown as Table 6, it is considered to make a model. 

But, full load departure condition was not, finally, had even-keel applied. A used model is symmetry by y-

plane shown as Fig. 8. 

 

Fig 7.   Wave spectra for sea state #01 and #11 

 

 Table 6. Information for panel elements in full load departure and ballast conditions 

Number of elements 

Ballast depar-

ture condition 

Full load de-

parture condi-

tion 

Wet part(diffraction element) 5861 6699 

Dry part(nondiffraction element) 986 124 

Draft at AP(m) 2.702 2.646 

Draft at FP(m) 2.008 2.646 
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Fig.8 Panel model 

 

It is well known for that normal ships have more than 5% of damping ratio, but it was conservatively as-

sumed to 2.5% of damping ratio because getting information about damping ratio of a target ship was so 
hard, where xaI  is added mass for roll and rollk  means stiffness for roll. 

All Motion RAOs are arranged in Fig. 9 for visualization at intervals of 45°. It is noticed that heave and 

roll are so large at oblique sea such as 45° and 135° also, the maximum RAO for roll is over than 30deg/m, 

which is supposed to the result of setting conservative damping ratio. 

 

 rollb = rollxax k)I+I(ς2  (29) 

 

 

  (a) Heave for ballast departure condition  (b) Heave for full load departure condition 

 

 

  (c) Roll for ballast departure condition  (d) Roll for full load departure condition 

 

 

  (e) Pitch for ballast departure condition  (f) Pitch for full load departure condition 

 

Fig.9 Wave spectra for sea state #01 and #11 
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(4) Time Domain Response 

 

Time domain response did not considered nonlinear characteristic of fluid force since using radiation co-

efficient matrix and excitation force matrix from frequency response analysis. As the Ansys/Aqwa (Ansys, 

2015) has the ability for calculating restoring force, F-K force regarding contacting water caused by 

crest/though near water line Ansys/Aqwa (Ansys, 2015), which was accepted. 

It is needed that Simulation times for one short-term sea state usually is set for 2-3hours need, however, 

which takes too long times. Therefore, in this study, 1 hour (3600s) set for simulation. 

The time interval for time response is 0.2sec based on the most frequency of the wave spectrum is 

4.585rad/s (period 1.37s). The number of total case is 198 including short-term 11, wave heading angle 9, 

loading condition 2. 

It is described that heave and pitch for 180°, roll for 90° about short-term sea state #10 which has 2.5m of 

significant wave height on Fig. 10 (a), (c), (e), but time domain response was conducted from 0~3600sec. 

Also, initial equilibrium searching section is considered to 100sec, so the results for less than 100sec did 

not shown on Fig.10 (a), (c) and (e). 

 

 

 (a) Heave process  (b) Heave spectrum 

 

 

 (c) Roll process (d) Roll spectrum 

 

 

 (e) Pitch process  (f) Pitch spectrum 

 

Fig.10 Time processes and spectra of motion components. 
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(a) Heave for ballast departure condition          (b) Heave for full load departure condition 

 

(c) Roll for ballast departure condition              (d) Roll for full load departure condition 

 

(e) Pitch for ballast departure condition          (f) Pitch for full load departure condition 

 

Fig. 11 Peak/valley distributions of acceleration components. 

 

The base point of heave do not appear zero because initial point of center of mass in vertical direction was 

not zero, on the other hand, the base point of roll and pitch appear to zero because initial point of center of 

mass in horizontal and longitudinal direction was about zero. 

The difference between full load departure condition and ballast departure condition is not significant for 

heave and pitch, but the results for roll extremely increases in full load departure condition compare to bal-

last departure condition. 

To confirm the verification of the time domain response, Motion spectra were shown on Fig. 10 (b), (d) 

and (f).  

Fig. 10 (b) is a spectrum for heave, and it is checked that added vibration occurs because of wave spec-

trum in frequencies about less than 1.0 rad/s. That can be equal to heave RAO on Fig.10 (a). 

Fig. 10 (d) and (f) are the spectra for roll and pitch, which also checked resonance in special range of fre-

quencies. That is also can be equal to roll RAO and pitch RAO on Fig. 10 (b), (c), the other words, Reso-

nance frequency, which is 0.83 rad/s, from RAO is almost equal to 0.75 rad/s from peak of the wave spec-

trum for roll, moreover, in the case of pitch, 0.83 rad/s from RAO and 0.77 rad/s from the spectrum are also 

similar value. That can be proved on the verification for time domain response. 

 

(5) Probability Distributions of Acceleration Components 

 

It is possible for us to draw accelerations by means of doing 2 times differential of motion. In order to get 

long-term distribution for acceleration, crests and though data collected from accelerations by using 

peak/valley counting method for 3500s accelerations.  
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 Table 7 Parameters of lognormal distribution 

condition 

 

Parameters Heave Roll Pitch 

Ballast 

departure 

σ 0.02549 0.01957 0.02579 

μ 1.9212 4.6975 4.7155 

γ -6.8289 -109.69 -111.66 

Full load 

departure 

σ 0.06831 0.02013 0.02295 

μ 0.95312 4.6934 4.8371 

γ -2.5983 -109.22 -126.12 

 

The results of reviewing goodness of probability fit considering showing symmetric from base point zero 

for normal distribution and log-normal distribution is that 3-parameters log-normal distribution was the 

best.  

Fig. 11 appears that time domain response and histogram of accelerations crest and though from 

peak/valley counting method. 

Log-normal distribution is shown on Fig.11 with histogram, and it can be checked the high similarity be-

tween the histogram and the probability density function. 

Eq. (30) is a 3-parameters log-normal distribution and σ, μ, γ distribution are shown on Table 7. 

 

 exp)x(f = ])
σ

μxln(
([ 2-y)-

2

1
- / ]πσx[( 2y)-  (30) 

 

(6) Long-Term extreme value for acceleration. 

 

The second step is to calculate probability of exceedance, because the probability distribution is assume to 

match to log-normal distribution.   

It is handled that the number of crest and though from time domain response conducting for 1hour (exact-

ly 3500s). 

 Table 8 Summary of long term number, probability of exceedance, and extreme acceleration  

Acceleration component 
Ballast depar-

ture condition 

Full load de-

parture condi-

tion 

Heave 

Number 23730734 94676659 

Probability of 

exceedance 
4.2139E-08 1.0562E-08 

Extreme value 

(m/
2s ) 

-0.8718 -0.8293 

Roll 

Number 17525225 70772106 

Probability of 

exceedance 
5.7061E-08 1.4130E-08 

Extreme value 

(m/
2s ) 

-10.8280 -11.5440 

Pitch 

Number 19200185 78060675 

Probability of 

exceedance 
5.2083E-08 1.2811E-08 

Extreme value 

(m/
2s ) 

-14.3120 -15.1520 
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 Table 9 Cargo mass, location, and size 

 Car Truck 

Mass(ton) 0.91 39.00 

xC (m) 3.60 12.62 

yC (m) 1.60 2.50 

zC (m) 1.49 3.14 

czG (m) 0.74 1.57 

xr (m) 7.27 3.47 

yr (m) 5.49 3.09 

zr (m) 0.24 0.24 

 

It was counted the number considering the fact that negative is though and positive is crest in this study, 

and it is recounted to the number of crest and though for 20 design years regarding probability of loading 

condition, wave heading, and sea state.  

The reverse number of though counted 20years can be the probability of exceedance of though, since log-

normal distribution appears symmetric based on 0.0. 

Table 8 shows that the number of long-term though, probability of exceedance, and extreme value from 

applied drown 3-parameters probability density function. 

3. Comparison of External Forces 

3.1 Comparison of Acceleration Components 

In this study, a 25 ton of truck and 0.91 ton of car are conducted comparison analysis shown as Fig 12. 

Table 9 shows basic specifications about truck and car. Full load departure condition was applied because it 

has acceleration more than ballast departure condition. Table 9 also describes accelerations based on hy-

drodynamic analysis which is DLA (direct load approach). The location of the truck and car is 0.4L and 

0.6L with “tween-deck”, which is used for calculating acceleration based on IMO CSS as seen on Table 10. 

On the other hand, Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) are used to determine the period of roll and pitch, and the angle of 

roll and pitch is selected to “short-sea going” in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) which are also presented in Table 10. 

In conclusion, the acceleration based on DLA is very similar with CSR, but, it is checked that IMO CSS 

presents excessive acceleration. In addition, the similarity between DLA and CSR can be discussed after 

location of cargo, loading condition, kinds of ships are also enough considered. 

 
car truck

 

Fig. 12 A car and a truck located at port-most side 

 

 Table 10 Summary of acceleration components 

Approach 
Car Truck 

xa  ya  za  xa  ya  za  

IMO CSS 2.36 9.49 5.07 2.36 9.67 5.89 

CSR 0.91 3.46 2.19 0.91 3.46 2.19 

DLA 0.92 3.40 3.86 0.92 3.40 2.37 
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Fig. 13 Main GUI for `LashingSafety` 

3.2 Comparison of Securing Safety 

External force, lashing force, and lashing safety assessment is realized by our program. This program 

which can save input or output data to text file that is easily handled by users. Fig. 13 shows autonomously 

developed lashing safety assessment program, which is called `LashingSafety` based on MATLAB (2015, 

mathworks). 

Once a user make input file as text file, it is calculated by program instantly and see if there lashing force 

of  lashing equipment is intuitively suitable or not. Also, it is provided user manual in order for you to be 

readily familiar with. 

4. Conclusions 

A sinking accident has occurred when rapid turning and losing stability. It has motivated to review im-

portance of ship stability with cargo securing. 

So, the main objective about this study is to verify the way for calculating external force acting on cargoes, 

and assess their safety. Also, the way to assumption of a long-term extreme value for acceleration in this 

study was introduced. A target was a 1,633ton of Korean coastal car ferry, with ballast departure condition 

and full load departure condition were considered main loading conditions, where the probability of that 

condition was 20% and 80%. In addition, mass distributions from ship specification were selected for cal-

culating 2nd moment of inertia similar with real. 

The result of the analysis for sailing route for Korean car ferry is that it is collected for about 5years 

4month about 4 of ocean bouies, because it was not easy to get suitable wave data due to the absent of 

ocean bouies. 

The result of analysis was suggested a statistically valuable WSD (wave scatter diagram). For drawing 

engineering meaningful values, the sea states has less than 1% of probability appearance was excluded, 11 

of short-term sea state was considered. It is conducted that frequency domain response analysis after setting 

enough the number of frequencies and range for exactly describing wave spectrum. The range of frequen-

cies was expanded considering   added mass and wave damping such as hydrodynamic coefficients need-

ed for time domain response for high frequency and low frequency. 
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0°~180° of wave heading angle are thought of as at an intervals of 22.5° with same probability of appear-

ance, and the ship speed was applied to navigation speed, 10knots, however, it is reduced for not to appear 

negative frequency of encounter. 

Hydrodynamic radiation coefficient matrix and restoring stiffness matrix wave exacting force matrix are 

calculated from frequency response analysis. Those results were applied to draw motions and accelerations 

in time domain simulation considering the characteristic of nonlinear for free water line.  

Crest and though for acceleration from loading condition, short-term sea state were collected by using 

peak/valley counting method. 

Lognormal distribution was checked to the most suitable probability density function, and the number of 

crest and though was expanded to the number of 20years long-term distribution. Probability of exceedance 

was presented. That was applied to Lognormal distribution probability density function for drawing ex-

treme value. 
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